
2020-09-03 - [CNTT - RC2] - Meeting Agenda and Minutes
Attendees:
Zoom link: https://zoom.us/j/92317903558

Please add your name in here:

Taylor Carpenter - host
Tom Kivlin
Cedric Ollivier
Al Morton
Lucina Stricko
Pankaj Goyal

Agenda and Minutes
Can someone host the next two meetings

Taylor Carpenter is the host this week 
Tom Kivlin is the host next week (Sept 9th)

Issue Review: https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/projects/32#card-36881576
Terminology definition for testing per issue https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1649

Need conflicts resolved then it can be merged.  Trevor tagged
Kubernetes API benchmarking https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1903/files

Previous comments
Can we make this consistent with #1868
is this related to #1743

Request was to merge in any order and then deal with conflicts because of Github limitations on dependencies
The initial content of Kubernetes Traceability Matrix https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1868/

CNTT RA-2 requirements (snapshot) and relationship to testing in different initiatives https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d
/12EWZVvlumktXoywvmlYPR_DrU34e7Gk_rSED3VyCG4o/edit
Currently focuses on high-level requirements.
Would like to see how to call the test from OPNFN Functest

Let's take a look at an example of that.  Then decide where we want the high-level and "usage" information.
If we keep high-level and usage versions, the content could be in this chapter in the same table, split into different 
tables, or a different chapter altogether. 

Requirements and Testing Principles PR https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1738
"Result reports must clearly delineate violations of mandatory vs. optional requirements" should this be removed or not?
Currently RC2 will only run test cases covering mandatory requirements.   (No optional requirements will be covered)
+1 from everyone on call to remove text and merge.

Deferred 

Fix Test Integration Introduction https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1880
We need one more reviewer, who can help?

Chapter restructure https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/pull/1926
Do we have more reviews?

Kubernetes security https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/issues/1743
Can we close for now unless there are security requirements in RA2?

Add API benchmarking https://github.com/cntt-n/CNTT/issues/1745
we don't conform to RC1, can you explain?

AOB
Workload + CNF shared requirements that can be used by different efforts (eg. OVP2 + CNTT and CNCF)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1TxrrCDKQEzca_snuIXMAcz4GCHj9b99-Obnhs20rCB0/edit#gid=2002882762
Collaborative effort.  Identify the type of requirement.  Potential testing source. Where the requirement comes from
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